INTRODUCTION
Realistic assessment of students' knowledge with traditional questionnaires, tests, worksheets is doubtful. [1] Teacher's subjectivity may occur in educational assessments. [2] "Mathematical and statistical theories, models primarily enable the development of tests as measuring instruments, and also the development of better tests, from which we can deduce indicators which are able to characterize the goodness of tests." [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] Reliability: how well does it measure what measures. Cronbach's α is one of the most commonly used indicators of reliability in pedagogical practice. Validity: that feature of a test, that it measures whether what we want to measure with it. Objectivity: it means that " the results are determined only by the features of the tested person, and the different components of his/her knowledge are independent on who used the test and who evaluated the received data." [8] What is the problem? There's no universal knowledge scale  The teachers' grades/marks may be subjective  In nursing science we have no objective measurement tool to the measurement of knowledge
Benefits of the application of objective knowledge level measurement
The students' knowledge's domestic or international comparability  it is becoming increasingly important in science-based training development  there is justification for their use in medical-and health sciences researches.
Modern test theory
With the traditional/usual tests just raw points or % overall achievement reached by the persons can be compared with each other, but this does not give a complete picture of the real knowledge level of persons. So that's why we should analyze the (1994) . [14] • Adams, Wilson and Wang's multidimensional item response model (1997).
[15] • Wu, Adams and Wilson's generalised unidimensional model (1998). [16] Basic concept of new type knowledge evaluation in pedagogy (Figure 1 ).
Figure 1: Basic concept
What does a probability test theory "know"? It reveals the relationships between questions/tasks (items) and illustrates with characteristic curves that parallelly with the increasing of the respondent's level of knowledge how to grow the probability that the respondent answers to the certain question correctly. [ 
17] (Figure 2)
Persons' knowledge profile with the same total scores may vary considerably depending on which questions, question groups were answered correctly by them.
Certain questions' (items') degree of difficulty are not equal, many person solved the easy questions, but only a few people can solve the difficult tasks correctly.
The probability of someone can solve a given task correctly, it depends on his/her general knowledge and the difficulty of the certain task/question.
Figure 2: Rasch model's characteristic
If one plotted probability as a latent dimension, the result would be a smooth S-shaped curve such as shown in Figure 3 . This S-shaped curve describes the relationship between the probability of correct response to an item and the ability scale.
Figure 3: Some typical S-shaped curves of probability distribution [18, 19] [23] • Use of Rasch model:
-Measurement of change in health status with Rasch model [24] -Rasch analysis as a tool for rehabilitation research [25] An appropriate method for the objective measurement of the knowledge level = Rasch model
AIM
The aim of our study was to use a modern test theory instrument and objective measurement in a nation-wide nursing-related research at first time in nationalinternational researches of nursing sciences. Figure 4 shows the results of the correct-incorrect answers' rate with logit results and odds ratios. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Objective
RESULTS
Some examples from our research results:
Transfusion therapy related knowledges' cluster blocks
Those who responded correctly to the question ik1, typically knew the right answer to the question ik6 too, or vice versa.
Responses to the ik9, ik4, and ik2 questions has joined to this cluster.
The parallel cluster block built up from ik8, ik10, ik11, ik5, ik3 and ik7 questions. 
Using the modern test theory instrument and objective measurement:
-we can actually judge the concrete knowledge of colleagues/students -we can judge the nurses'/students' skills -we can detect the degree of difficulty of the tasks and questions, -we can get picture of the distribution of received correct and incorrect answers for questions, -furthermore, from these, the calculated logit and odds ratio were based on the possibilities of correct-incorrect responses.
